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Abstract
Dialogue systems have attracted growing research interests due to its widespread applications
in various domains. However, most research work focus on sentence-level intent recogni-
tion to interpret user utterances in dialogue systems, while the comprehension of the whole
documents has not attracted sufficient attention. In this paper, we proposeDialGNN, a hetero-
geneous graph neural network framework tailored for the problem of dialogue classification
which takes the entire dialogue as input. Specifically, a heterogeneous graph is constructed
with nodes in different levels of semantic granularity. The graph framework allows flexible
integration of various pre-trained language representation models, such as BERT and its
variants, which endows DialGNNwith powerful text representational capabilities. DialGNN
outperforms on CM and ECS datasets, which demonstrates robustness and the effectiveness.
Specifically, our model achieves a notable enhancement in performance, optimizing the clas-
sification of document-level dialogue text. The implementation of DialGNN and related data
are shared through https://github.com/821code/DialGNN.

Keywords Dialogue classification · Heterogeneous graph neural network · Pre-trained
language model

1 Introduction

In recent years, dialogue systems have been prevalently applied in customer services, online
health consultation, chatbots, etc. Dialogue classification, which aims at assigning predefined
labels to an entire dialogue, is a fundamental task for many applications, including dialogue
theme recognition, customer satisfaction analysis, service quality, etc. [1].

Most existing researches on classification in dialogue systems focus on the intent of users
in each turn within a dialogue [2, 3]. These methods, taking the sentence-level user utterance
as input and output of predicted intent, are not appropriate to classify the entire dialogues
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Fig. 1 An example dialog from
telecom customer service, is
defined as “consulting" rather
than “business cancelling"

at document-level because sentences in dialogues are meant to be understood with the help
of the context of all messages in the dialogue. The dependence on extended context requires
that the classification process must regard a large block of utterances as input, which should
be classified as a whole [4].

An intuitive solution to solve the aboveproblem is to treat thewhole dialogue as a document
and use document classification methods. These methods either concatenate sentences into
a long sequence [5, 6] or combine them hierarchically [7]. The main challenge is that a
dialogue may contain multiple semantic topics, some of which are irrelevant to the business
of the application task. Such irrelevant topics, regarded as noise, may be meaningless or
misleading for classification models to predict correct results. For example in Fig. 1, the
customer is consulting whether the 30 yuan data package is cancelled. The ground truth
category should be business consultation. However, the mentioned canceling topic might
mislead the models to identify the category of business cancellation. Therefore, existing
models can hardly identify the noise in dialogues to determine the accurate categories.

We propose DialGNN, a generic framework based on heterogeneous graph neural
networks for document-level dialogue classification. Firstly, a heterogeneous graph is con-
structed for each dialogue to represent the latent relationships among the sentences and the
words within the dialogue. The sentences and words in each dialogue are regarded as nodes
of different types in the graph. Then we combine graph neural networks and pre-training
language models to learn latent representations of nodes and edges in the dialogue graph.
During themessages passing over the graph, the representations of word-nodes and sentence-
nodes are updated together, which helps to learn more implicit relationships among words
and sentences. To validate the effectiveness, we conduct a set of experiments based on a
public dataset1 and an e-commerce customer service dataset contributed by ourselves. The
comparison results show that the proposed method outperforms the sota methods.

1 http://www.cips-cl.org/static/CCL2018/call-evaluation.html.
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2 RelatedWork

2.1 Dialogue Classification

Dialogue classification involves assigning predefined labels to dialogues or their segments,
such as utterances or turns, based on their functional or intentional significance within the
conversation [8, 9].

Most existing studies on dialogue classification focus on sentence-level or utterance-level
intent recognition of user statements [10]. These studies commonly employ hierarchical
neural networks to model the sequential and structural information within words, characters,
and utterances [11]. However, these approaches fail to explicitly account for the transition
of speakers during the dialogue, which can impact the interpretation of dialogue acts. For
instance, when speaker A poses a question, the subsequent utterance from speaker B is more
likely to be an answer. Conversely, if the speaker remains the same, the following act is less
likely to be an answer.

Tavabi [12] proposed to integrate the turn changes in conversations among speakers when
modeling dialogue acts. They learned conversation-invariant speaker turn embeddings to
represent the speaker turns in conversation; the learned speaker turn embeddings were then
merged with the utterance embeddings for the downstream task of dialogue act classification.
They showed that their model outperformed several baselines on three benchmark public
datasets.

Another challenge for dialogue classification is that a dialogue may contain multiple
semantic topics, some of which are irrelevant to the business of the application task [13]. In
some cases, these topics may be irrelevant to the primary objective or business task of the
application. This complexity arises from the natural flow of conversation, where participants
may introduce unrelated or tangential subjects alongside the main focus of the dialogue.
Consequently, accurately classifying dialogues requires the ability to identify and filter out
irrelevant topics, ensuring that the assigned labels reflect the pertinent information and align
with the specific objectives of the application.

Kumar [14] addressed this problem by augmenting small data to classify contextualized
dialogue acts for exploratory visualization. They collected a new corpus of conversations,
CHICAGO-CRIME-VIS, geared towards supporting data visualization exploration, and they
annotated it for a variety of features, including contextualized dialogue acts. They applied
data augmentation techniques to the training data, such as paraphrasing and back-translation,
to increase the diversity and robustness of the data. They ran experiments with different
classifiers and found that conditional random fields outperformed other methods.

Guo [15] recognized the importance of removing redundant information from dialogue
text and thus adopted a long text segmentation method based on resampling, which solves
the limitations of the BERT input length as well.

2.2 Heterogeneous Graph Network

For news classification,Kang [16] proposed a heterogeneous graph calledNewsClassification
Graph to represent the relationships between multiple news, such as their relevance in time,
place and people. Moreover, they proposed a Joint Heterogeneous graph Network (JHN) to
properly embed the News Classification Graph.
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For aspect-based sentiment analysis, trying to capture the sentiment relationship among
aspect terms, Niu [17] constructs a heterogeneous graph that models the inter-aspect rela-
tionships and aspect-context relationships simultaneously.

To combine multiple aspects of a review together and make use of the link between a
sentence and its words, Yang [18] propose a dual-level attention-based heterogeneous graph
convolutional network, including node-level and type-level attentions.

For short text classification, Yang [19] proposed a word-concept heterogeneous graph
convolution network to avoid regarding introduced concepts as noises and learn the represen-
tations with interactive information. Kong [20] considers the lack of labeled data. Adopting
an uncertainty-aware mechanism, they proposed a heterogeneous graph attention network.
Furthermore, the lack of context, the sparsity of short text features and the inability of word
embedding and external knowledge bases to supplement short text information are also chal-
lenges for short text classification. Aiming to improve classification accuracy and reduce
computational difficulty, Zhang [21] built a text, word and POS tag-based graph convolu-
tional network which does not require pre-training word embedding as initial node features.

For utterance-level dialogue classification, many graph-based methods are applied to
capture the implicit feature information in the dialogue structure, Qin [6] designed the
co-interactive graph interaction layer to capture contextual information and interaction infor-
mation, which are important information hidden in dialogue. Shen [22] proposed a neural
network based on directed acyclic graph to better represent dialogue information flow and
combine the advantages of graph neural network and recurrent neural network models.

For dialogue-level dialogue classification relevantmodels in this field are scarce, but graph-
based models are still concerned by relevant researchers. Pang [23] regarded speakers, local
discourses and utterances as main information and used graphs to model them to construct a
multi-factor graph.

3 Methodology

DialGNN encompasses three essential modules that collectively contribute to its functional-
ity: DialGraph Construction, Node Representation, and Heterogeneous Graph Network, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

The DialGraph Construction module plays a crucial role by transforming a given dialogue
into a heterogeneous graph. This graph enables the capturing of intricate relationships among
words, sentences, and the overall dialogue structure. By representing the dialogue in this
manner, DialGNN gains a comprehensive understanding of its underlying dynamics.

Thus, with a pretrained BERTmodel to initialize the representation of nodes in DialGraph,
DialGNN takes the contextual semantics into consideration and can effectively combine the
contextual information as well as the structures within dialogues. The Node Representation
module within DialGNN undertakes the task of initializing the node representations within
the DialGraph. This is achieved by employing BERT-based embeddings, which are pre-
trained contextual representations capable of capturing rich semantic information. Through
this initialization process, the Node Representationmodule equips the graphwithmeaningful
and informative node representations.

The final module, Heterogeneous Graph Network, is responsible for encoding the hetero-
geneous graphs generated by DialGraph Construction. It employs graph attention networks
to capture relevant dependencies and interactions among nodes within the graph. By updat-
ing the representations of the nodes based on these learned relationships, the Heterogeneous
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Fig. 2 The architecture of DialGNN framework. The forward process of an example dialogue (with 6 sen-
tences) contain 4 stages: initialization of representation with BERT, construction of DialGraph, update node
representation with Heterogeneous Graph Network, and classification of dialogue node to perform intent
prediction
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Graph Network module enhances the graph’s ability to handle downstream tasks effectively.
Now let’s delve into the detailed descriptions of each section.

3.1 DialGraph Construction

There are several efforts to convert a dialogue into a topological graph [24]. They majorly
regard each sentence as a node and construct a homogeneous graph where the edges between
nodes are formed with contextual relations. That is, only sentences within a fixed window
size have edges. Such methods might fail to capture the relations among sentences with long
distance and may ignore the impact of some words which significantly contribute to the
predicted categories.

To this end, we construct a heterogeneous graph named DialGraph with word nodes,
sentence nodes and dialogue nodes. The edges between sentence nodes and word nodes
represent the containing relations. Then more implicit relations among different sentences
can be derived from the relations between sentences and words, such as the co-occurrence,
semantic distance, and term frequencies. Inspired by the usage of [CLS] tag in BERT, we
add a 0th sentence node as the dialogue node, rather than using a pooling layer of sentence
node embedding. Formally, the heterogeneous graph DialGraph is defined as follows.

Given a dialogue C = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, the DialGraph is denoted as G = {V , E}, where
V = Vw ∪ Vs ∪ Vc, E = {e10, e11, . . . , emn} represents the node set and the edge set
respectively. Here, Vw = {w1, w2, . . . , wm} denotes m unique words, Vs corresponds to
the n sentences, Vc is the dialogue node. E is a real-value edge weight matrix and ei j (i ∈
[1,m], j ∈ [0, n]) indicates the j th sentence contains the i th word. Note that the dialogue
node Vc connects to all word nodes.

The node updates in DialGNN are determined by considering the features of neighboring
nodes and the associated edge weights. In this regard, the word nodes update their representa-
tions based on the features and edge weights of the corresponding sentence nodes. Similarly,
the sentence nodes update their representations by considering the features and edge weights
of the word nodes connected to them. Furthermore, the dialogue nodes update their repre-
sentations by incorporating the features and edge weights of the sentence nodes connected to
them. This approach ensures that the node representations in DialGNN are iteratively refined,
taking into account the contextual information from neighboring nodes and their respective
edge weights.

3.2 Node Representation

We denote Xw ∈ R
m×dw , Xs ∈ R

n×ds , and Xc ∈ R
n×dc as the input feature matrices

representing word, sentence, and conversation nodes, respectively. Here, dw , ds , and dc refer
to the dimensions of the word embeddings, sentence representation vectors, and dialogue
representation vectors, respectively.

Here, we use BERT-based [25] embeddings to get the initialized representations of the
words, the sentences and the dialogue. Note that other embedding models and other pre-
trained language models can also be utilized.

To incorporate the varying importance of relationships between nodes, we employ TF-IDF
(Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) values to initialize the weights of the edges.
TF-IDF is a statistical measure commonly used in natural language processing to evaluate the
significance of a term in a document relative to a collection of documents. By assigning TF-
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IDF values as the edge weights, we can capture the importance of the connections between
nodes in the graph structure.

3.3 Heterogeneous Graph Network

Given the constructed DialGraph with node features Xw ∪ Xs ∪ Xc, we leverage the graph
attention networks [26] to update the representations of nodes.

We refer to hi ∈ R
dh , i ∈ [0,m + n] as the hidden states of input nodes. The graph

attention(GAT) layer is designed as follows:

αi j = softmax(LeakyReLU(Wa[Wqhi ;Wkh j ])) (1)

ui = σ

⎛
⎝∑

j∈Ni

αi jWvh j

⎞
⎠ (2)

where Wa,Wq ,Wk,Wv are learnable linear transformation matrices and αi j is the attention
weights between hi and h j . The multi-head attention can be denoted as follows:

ui =‖K=1
k=1 σ

⎛
⎝∑

j∈Ni

αk
i jW

khi

⎞
⎠ (3)

Furthermore, we also add a residual connection to avoid gradient vanishing. Therefore,
the final output can be formulated as follows:

h
′
i = ui + hi (4)

Besides, wemodify the GAT layer to infuse the scalar edge weights ei j , which are mapped
to the multi-dimension embedding. Hence, the Eq.1 is modified as follows:

zi j = LeakyReLU(Wa[Wqhi ;Wkh j ; ei j ]) (5)

After each GAT layer, we introduce a feed-forword network that includes two linear
project layer as Transformer [27].

FFN(x) = ReLU(xW1 + b1)W2 + b2 (6)

3.4 Training and Optimization

During the training stage, the representations of the dialogue node, sentence nodes and word
nodes are updated alternately. Since the dialogue node can be regarded as the 0th sentence
connectedwith all words. The process of updating the dialogue node is the same as the process
of updating the sentence nodes. Thus, one iteration of the training includes a sentence-to-word
update process and a word-to-sentence update process.

In the sentence-to-word update process, the dialogue node and the sentence nodes are
updated in the t th iteration based on their connected word nodes via the GAT and FFN layer
as follows:

Ut+1
s←w = GAT(Ht

s , H
t
w, Ht

w) (7)
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Table 1 The statistics of CM and
ECS datasets

Dataset Labels Train Dev Test Avg Len Max Len

CM 37 15,791 1996 1997 680 5059

ECS 14 68,759 8697 8698 5023 98749

Ht
s = FFN(Ut+1

s←w + Ht
s ) (8)

where H0
w = Xw, H0

s = Xs and U 1
s←w ∈ R

m×dh . GAT() denotes that H0
s is used as the

attention query and H0
w is used as the key and value.

Then in the sentence-to-word update process, the word nodes are updated through the new
dialogue node and the sentence nodes.

Ut+1
w←s = GAT(Ht

w, Ht
s , H

t
s ) (9)

Ht+1
w = FFN(Ut+1

w←s + Ht
w) (10)

Finally, classification for the dialogue node determines the label of the whole dialogue
and cross-entropy loss is used to optimize the model [28].

4 Experiments

In this section, we perform several experiments to assess and analyze the effectiveness of
our proposed dialogue classification approach. Our objectives are to address the following
research questions:

• How does our approach compare with existing methods on the dialogue classification
task? (Section 4.3.1)

• How does the heterogeneous graph information affect the dialogue classification perfor-
mance? (Section 4.3.2)

• What are the contributions of each component in our approach? (Section 4.3.3)

4.1 Datasets and Experiment Settings

We use two datasets for our experiments: China Mobile Dataset (CM) and E-commerce
Customer Service Dataset (ECS). CM is a dataset of phone call dialogues between customers
and service staff, where the goal is to identify the business type requested by the customers.
ECS is a dataset of online chat dialogues between customers and sellers, staff or AI systems,
where the goal is to classify the dialogue acts or emotions. The statistical information of them
is shown in Table 1.

ChinaMobile Dataset(CM). This dataset assumes a scenario where the customer service
staff answer the phone calls from different customers. The aim is to determine which business
is the accurate request of the calls given the whole dialogue history. The contents are the ASR
texts from customer service dialogues of phone calls. The labels are pre-defined business
types. The dataset contains 19,784 labeled conversation segments, with 37 different human–
machine dialogue intent categories. Table 2 shows the business and conversation intention
types.
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Table 2 Business types and conversation intentions

Business types Conversation intentions

Consulting Subscription information inquiry, regulations, tariff, processing mode

Account information, marketing activities information

Number status, e-commerce product information, etc

Processing Download/setup, cancel, move/install/uninstall

Change, open, print/mail, pay, cancel/reopen

Replace/exchange, reset/modify/reissue, etc

Complainting Uninformed customization, business usage, business processing

Business regulations dissatisfaction, information security

Network problems, marketing problems, cost problems, etc

Table 3 Samples of ECS dataset

Dial Id Sentence Id Sentence Info Category

07dc2 1 text:我是您的客服,很高兴为您服务。 异常评论:评论泄露隐私 (Abnormal
comments: Comments Leak Privacy)

(I’m your service guy

I’m happy to help you.)

id: 1

member_type: 3

2 text:订单的评论泄露了我的手机号。

(The review of the order

gave away my phone number.)

id: 2

member_type: 1

3 text:请发送给我订单编号。

(Send me the order number.)

id: 3

member_type: 2

E-commerce Customer Service Dataset (ECS). ECS is contributed by ourselves to the
community. The dialogues took place between a customer and a seller, a staff, or anAI system.
Theuser goal is relatively straightforward, that is, to complain about anunsatisfied experience.
The labels are event types, such as malicious refunding, counterfeit, right infringement, etc.

Table 3 displays a representative ECS sample, where each column represents distinct
elements. The first column serves as a unique dialogue key. The second column contains a
sequence of sentence IDs associated with the dialogue. The third column comprises a JSON
list with keys such as “id" (the JSON ID linked to the sequence), “text" (the sentence content),
and “member_type" (1 for customer, 2 for customer service, 3 for automatic AI customer
service). The fourth column indicates the dialogue category, classified into coarse and fine
levels.

We adopt several widely used evaluation metrics, which are accuracy and F1-score, to
evaluate the performance of DialGNN. We choose categorical cross entropy as the loss
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function for our model on two datasets. The learning rate (lr) is set to 5× e−5 and batch size
is set to 128.We set the multi-head graph attention network 3 layers, 2 heads and 1024 hidden
units. For embeddings, we take 768-dimensional BERT and Chinese RoBERTa embeddings
asword embeddings. To increase the training and inference efficiency, we adoptedmini-batch
processing by processing a subset of the data simultaneously during training. This allows for
parallel computation across different graph instances, further enhancing efficiency. All the
codes for our experiments are available on Github (https://github.com/821code/DialGNN).

4.2 Baselines

To evaluate the performance of our proposed framework, we compare it with several baseline
models that use different sequence encoders.

• TextRNN [29] is a type of recurrent neural network that can handle text data and take
into account the order of words. TextRNN uses a recursive way to pass the output of
the previous time step as the input of the current time step, so as to transfer the context
information to the next time step.

• TextRNN-Att [30] is a text classification model that combines recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) and attention mechanisms. TextRNN-Att uses a bidirectional RNN to encode
the input text into hidden states, and then applies an attention layer to aggregate the
hidden states into a sentence representation. The attention layer assigns different weights
to different parts of the text, depending on their relevance to the classification task.

• TextCNN [31] short for Text Convolutional Neural Network, is a deep learning model
designed for text classification and sentiment analysis tasks. TextCNN can handle
variable-length sentences and learn complex semantic features from the text.

• CNN-LSTM [32] is a widely-used model consisting of regional CNN and LSTM.
By combining the regional CNN and LSTM components, the CNN-LSTM model can
leverage both the local spatial information captured by the CNN and the sequential
dependencies captured by the LSTM. This hybrid approach allows the model to effec-
tively extract meaningful features from input data and capture complex relationships
within sequential data.

• BERT [25] is a transformers-based language model, which is pre-trained on large-scale
corpus and has achieved remarkable success in many NLP tasks. The use of transformers
in BERT enables it to capture contextual dependencies in a more comprehensive manner.
The transformer architecture utilizes attention mechanisms to weigh the importance of
different words in a sentence based on their relevance to each other. This attention mech-
anism allows BERT to consider the entire context when representing a word, rather than
just relying on its immediate neighbors.

• Roberta [33] is a robustly optimized version of BERT, a pre-trained language model that
uses bidirectional transformers to learn contextual representations of text.

• ERNIE [34] stands for Enhanced Representation through kNowledge IntEgration, which
indicates its ability to incorporate various types of knowledge into the pre-training process
of language models.

• Han [7] is a hierarchical attention network containing two levels of attentionmechanisms
applied at word-level and sentence-level, which is similar to the graph. The hierarchical
nature of Han’s attention mechanisms allows it to effectively model relationships and
dependencies between words and sentences. The model can capture not only the local
interactions betweenwords but also the broader interactions and contextual dependencies
between sentences.
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• DAG [22] is an acronym for Directed Acyclic Graph. DAG can be used to model the
structure and context of a conversation, where each node represents an utterance and
each edge represents the dependency or influence between utterances. DAG can capture
the information flow and the long-distance dependencies in a conversation.

• InductGCN [35] constructs a graph based on the statistics of training documents only
and represents document vectors with a weighted sum of word vectors. It then conducts
one-directional GCN propagation during testing.

• TextGCN [36] incorporates semantic information and relationships from text data by
constructing a text graph and applying graph convolution operations. It can perform text
classification without the need for external embeddings, making it a valuable approach
for specific text classification tasks.

• AttentionXML [37] introduced an attention mechanism and a probabilistic label tree
(PLT). Attention mechanism ensures that the model captures the subtle and context-
dependent associations between text and labels, enhancing classification accuracy.

4.3 Results and Analysis

4.3.1 DialGNN Comparing with Baseline Methods

Table 4 presents the performance evaluation of different models on two distinct datasets, CM
and ECS, for dialogue classification. Notably, DialGNN(BERT) denotes the amalgamation
of the BERT model with the DialGNN structural framework, referred to subsequently as
DialGNN.

On the CMdataset, DialGNNdemonstrates remarkable performancewith 70.2% accuracy
and 59.3% F1 score. This outcome underscores the DialGNN structure’s innate capacity to
capture intricate linguistic patterns embedded within dialogues. Meanwhile, the ECS dataset
reveals similar excellence, with an accuracy rate of 60.3% and an equally robust F1 score
of 54.9%. This success can be primarily attributed to the indispensable role played by the
DialGNN structure in facilitating the modeling of intricate dependencies and contextual
information across the sequence of dialogue turns.

The results obtained underscore the inherent limitations of conventional baseline models,
such as TextRNN, TextCNN, and CNN_LSTM. These models, rooted in their sequential
processing architecture, consistently display a comparatively inferior performance on both
the CM and ECS datasets.

Comparing to BERT, Roberta, and ERNIE, DialGNN outperforms them due to its hetero-
geneous graph architecture designed for dialogue classification, especially in understanding
the flow of conversations, tracking changing topics, and capturing user intents that evolve
across sentences.

Futhermore, the underperformance of the DAGmodel on the ECS dataset can be attributed
to a fundamental mismatch between the model’s design and dialogue classification task.
The DAG model primarily operates at the sentence level, focusing on classifying individual
sentences, while the datasets in question require dialogue-level classification.

InductGCN’s performance on both the CM and ECS datasets is relatively lower than
DialGNN. Its limitations may stem from its capacity to capture nuanced linguistic patterns,
contextual dependencies, and user intents in dialogues, which are pivotal in dialogue classi-
fication tasks.

In the case of dialogue text, it contains interactions and transitions between speakers, and
TextGCN’s design does not explicitly address the complex relationships between speakers.
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Table 4 Comparsion with
baseline methods on CM and
ECS datasets

Models CM ECS

Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1

TextRNN 58.3 34.4 54.7 48.4

TextRNN-Att 61.5 39.0 57.7 51.9

TextCNN 60.6 43.4 56.8 50.8

CNN_LSTM 47.4 28.0 55.2 50.0

BERT 69.2 53.8 59.6 54.8

Roberta 67.7 53.9 58.8 53.0

ERNIE 67.7 50.6 57.9 51.2

Han 62.7 46.6 58.5 53.3

DAG 11.5 1.6 14.3 3.3

InductGCN 43.7 35.7 49.1 42.7

TextGCN 43.3 28.6 49.9 42.9

AttentionXML 30.7 30.9 43.1 43.1

DialGNN (BERT) 70.2 59.3 60.3 54.9

It tends to deal with individual sentences or text blocks and may not capture the context and
relationships between speakers adequately, limiting its ability to understand and model the
overall semantics of the dialogue.

As for AttentionXML, if there are weak label correlations or label relationships that have
minimal impact on classification in a given dataset, the model might not fully leverage the
advantages of the attention mechanism. AttentionXML relies on learning label relationships
to better capture the relationships between text and labels. If these relationships are not
significant in the dataset, the model’s performance could be constrained.

Crucially, DialGNN incorporates nodes at different levels of semantic granularity, allow-
ing for flexible integration of various pre-trained language representation models. The use
of BERT within the graph structure endows DialGNN with powerful text representational
capabilities.

To further validate the generalizability of DialGNN, Table 5 presents the comparison
results of different sequence encoders with and without DialGNN. We can find that for all
baseline models, combining with DialGNN achieves significant improvements. Even on the
strong baseline model BERT, the DialGNN gains 5.5% and 6.4% F1 scores on the CM and
ECS datasets, respectively.

As shown in Table 5, models with DialGNN-seg have better performance on the ECS
dataset. DialGNN-seg refers to a trick to handle too-long dialogues. TheBERTmodel restricts
the maximum length of the input sequence to 512 due to computational issues. For a dialogue
from the ECS dataset with more than 512 tokens, we truncate it into 512 tokens in the basic
DialGNN settings. In theDialGNN-seg settings, we obtain the initial embeddings by sliding a
contextwindowof512 tokens. So theDialGNN-seg incorporatesmore contextual information
into node embeddings and gains a better performance.

4.3.2 Comparisons on Graph Designs

Table 6 displays the performance evaluation of various graph designs that utilize pre-trained
models on CM Dataset. The comparison groups consist of different design variations,
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Table 5 The performance
comparisons of baseline models
and combining DialGNN

Models CM ECS

Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1

CNN_LSTM 47.4 28.0 55.2 50.0

+ DialGNN 54.1 41.8 57.2 52.3

Han 62.7 46.6 58.5 53.3

+ DialGNN 63.1 48.1 59.1 54.3

+ DialGNN-seg – – 63.2 59.3

BERT 69.2 53.8 59.6 54.8

+ DialGNN 70.2 59.3 60.3 54.9

+ DialGNN-seg – – 65.4 61.2

Table 6 The results of Different
Graph Designs

Models Accuracy F1

Base(BERT-tiny) 65.1 41.0

+ context graph 63.2 38.6

+ DialGNN 68.5 57.4

Base2(BERT) 69.2 53.8

+ async init 60.9 41.2

+ sent nodes agg 61.9 45.4

+ DialGNN 70.2 59.3

including those with context relation modeling (specifically DialogueGCN, which requires
a substantial amount of GPU memory, and BERT-tiny as the base model), asynchronous
initialization, and designs without a dialogue node.

The results of the comparison reveal that alternative graph designs tend to compromise
the quality of the latent representations provided by pre-trained models. This suggests that
the mentioned designs are not able to effectively capture and incorporate the contextual
relationships present in the data. In particular, the performance metrics indicate that these
alternative designs result in a degradation of the pre-trained model’s ability to represent and
understand the underlying patterns in the China Mobile Dataset.

These findings highlight the importance of preserving the latent representation quality
obtained from pre-trained models when designing graph structures for natural language
processing tasks. The results strongly suggest that the approaches involving context relation
modeling, asynchronous initialization, and the inclusion of dialogue nodes are essential for
maintaining the integrity and effectiveness of the pre-trained models when applied to the
China Mobile Dataset. By utilizing these design elements, the models can leverage the full
potential of the pre-trained representations and achieve better performance in capturing the
intricacies of the dataset.

4.3.3 Ablation Study

To validate the contribution of each component, a series of experiments are designed to
observe the performances and the results are summarized in Table 7, “w/o" indicates that this
component is not included in the model.
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Table 7 The results of Ablation
study on CM Dataset

Models Accuracy F1

w/o TF-IDF 68.7 53.6

w/o sent-word update 69.4 55.8

w/o word-sent update 69.2 52.0

BERT + DialGNN 70.2 59.3

Fig. 3 The Examples of Case Study on CM and ECS Datasets. Keywords in different examples are marked
in color respectively

The results presented in the table demonstrate that the TF-IDF initialization approach for
edge weights significantly enhances the overall performance of the system. This initialization
technique, which utilizes TF-IDF algorithm, provides a valuable foundation for establishing
the weights of connections between nodes in the graph structure.

Moreover, both the sentence-to-word updating step and the word-to-sentence updating
step have been found to play crucial roles in the functionality of the DialGNN system. These
steps are integral in facilitating the flow of information and the exchange of knowledge
between sentences and words in the graph. By ensuring a bidirectional and iterative updating
process, these steps enable the system to capture and incorporate relevant information from
both sentence-level and word-level representations.

The findings underscore the significance of each component in the overall performance
of the system. The TF-IDF initialization contributes substantially to the quality of the edge
weights, enhancing the accuracy and effectiveness of the system. Additionally, the sentence-
to-word updating step and the word-to-sentence updating step are deemed essential for the
optimal functioning of DialGNN, enabling seamless information propagation and integration
between sentence and word representations.

4.4 Case Study

Drawing upon the precedingmodel analysis, a case study was conducted utilizing samples
extracted from the dataset. As depicted in Fig. 3, Table 8 presents the classification outcomes
achieved by DialGNN in comparison to other models. Remarkably, DialGNN demonstrated
unerring classification accuracy for all the examples. DialGNN’s superiority resides in its
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Table 8 Classification results of different models for Examples. Bold indicates correct classification

Model Example
1 2 3

DialGNN Malicious
non-returns
only refunds
恶意不退货仅退款

Reset/modify
/reissue
重置/修改/补发

Dissatisfaction with
operational
requirements
业务规定不满

Roberta Fraudulent
shipping
insurance
骗取运费险

Business use
issues
业务使用问题

Removal/installation
/dismantling
移机/装机/拆机

ERNIE Fraudulent
shipping
insurance
骗取运费险

Business process
issues
业务办理问题

Removal/installation
/dismantling
移机/装机/拆机

TextRNN Exploit
evaluation
blackmail
利用评价要挟

business
requirement
业务规定

Product/Business
Functions
产品/业务功能

TextRNN_Att Exploit
evaluation
blackmail
利用评价要挟

Business process
issues
业务办理问题

Product/Business
Functions
产品/业务功能

TextCNN Exploit
evaluation
blackmail
利用评价要挟

Business process
issues
业务办理问题

Modification
变更

InductGCN Fraudulent
shipping
insurance
骗取运费险

Print/Mail
打印/邮寄

Removal/installation
/dismantling
移机/装机/拆机

capacity to transcend mere feature-based word-level classification. It distinguishes itself by
comprehending the nuanced semantics ofwordswithin the broader context and the underlying
dialogue structure.

Referring to Fig. 3, Example 1 showcases a distinctive dialogue structure. In the conver-
sation, both the customer and the customer service initially hold different interpretations
of the event, which evolve over the course of the discussion. DialGNN inspired by BERT,
introduces a novel approach by incorporating a “0th sentence node" as a dialog node. This
innovative addition allows the model to integrate various discourse features within the entire
dialogue, leading to a more comprehensive comprehension of the dialogue at the macro level.
In this specific case, DialGNN can synthesize the customer’s descriptions of the event, thus
obtaining a deeper understanding. Consequently, it can accurately identify the correct label,
even when faced with conflicting opinions, which distinguishes it from other models that
may primarily focus on direct opinion information.

Moving on to Example 2, while other models may be influenced by the frequency of
terms like ‘July’, ‘Bill’, ‘Settlement’, and quantities mentioned in intermediate exchanges,
they could interpret the core intent as a general ‘Business Processing’. In contrast, DialGNN
leverages its dialog structure representation through a graph and an attention mechanism. It
recognizes that the conversation’s beginning and end are critical segments since they mark
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the initiation and conclusion of inquiries.While othermodelsmay overlook these subtle cues,
DialGNN focuses on the dialog’s core intent concentration areas and accurately identifies it as
an ‘Invoice Reissuance’ issue. This underscores DialGNN’s strength in capturing contextual
nuances within dialogues.

Finally, Example 3 showcases a dialogue containing vital contextual semantics. While
othermodels tend to reinforce associations between strongly characterizedwords like ‘move’,
‘area’, and ‘location’ and tagged words such as ‘install’ and ‘moving’, DialGNN takes a
distinctive approach. It capitalizes on the powerful contextual semantic features embedded
within pre-trained models, seamlessly integrating information across sentences and words
through interactive updateswithin its graph structure.Unlike othermodels thatmaycategorize
based on individual word characteristics, DialGNN excels in understanding words within the
context and dialogue background. This deep comprehension is evident in this case, where
it discerns the customer’s dissatisfaction with the business office from the event description
and interactions with customer service.

5 Conclusion

In summary, our work introduces the innovative DialGNN framework, which leverages het-
erogeneous graphneural networks to gain a deeper understanding ofmulti-turn dialogues.Our
framework offers versatile compatibility with various encoders and demonstrates the poten-
tial to enhance their performance, even when used in conjunction with pre-trained language
models. The extensive array of experiments conducted showcases the efficacy of DialGNN in
the context of dialogue understanding. The ability of DialGNN to capture nuanced linguistic
patterns, contextual dependencies, and evolving user intents across dialogues sets it apart
as a robust and adaptable framework with the potential to advance a myriad of real-world
applications. Our study serves as a pivotal step in the ongoing evolution of dialogue systems,
paving theway for enhanced dialogue comprehension, customer satisfaction analysis, service
quality assurance, and dialogue topic categorization.
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